
OVICX Q200 MAGNETIC SPIN BIKE
SKU: Q200



PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

This is one of the most value spin bike in the market that is powered by permanent magnetic
resistance, which gives a smoother and quieter ride as compared to using brake pad. The fully

covered body prevents sweat from entering and corroding the core components. It also makes it
safer for home with kids.

Removable console that display all essential data
Tablet Holder

Magnetic Resistance
Fully covered body



OVICX Q200

OVICX Q200 stationary bike
Combined the magnetic resistance
with poly-v belt delivers a smooth

and quiet workout. Adopt integrated
professional handlebar, achieve the

riding experience in different
postures. The spinning bike comes
with many customizable settings.

Fully adjustable seat and handlebar,
LCD monitor and water bottle holder
provide cyclists a comfortable riding

training.

Spinning bikes can exercise
body parts such as thighs,

abdomen, buttocks, and lose
excess fat.

The compact design covers
an area of about 7ft², and

the height of the seat
cushion and armrests can be

adjusted to meet
professional training without

taking up your space.

OVICX technology is
committed to providing
the professional home
fitness equipments and

helps bulid healthier
bodies. Clients'

satisfaction is the first
priority.

Net
weight：37.2kg
Size: 103 x 57 x
131cm
Max Weight
Capacity: 110kg

Magnetic Resistance

An unbelievable stable and quiet training is achieved with the combination of magnetic control and
belt transmission. Zero-contact magnetic control protects the knee well by equaling the force

bearing area while using exercise bike.



Fully Covered Design

The fully covered body prevents sweat from entering and corroding the core components. It also
makes it safer for home with kids.

Adjustable Seat

Adjustable seat on spin bike comes with numbering, which is easy for recording the position and
suitable for multiple users.



LCD Monitor

LCD display tracks the distance, speed, time,
calories consumption.

Professional Handlebar

Professional integrated handles, which is
durable, non-skid and simulate real riding

situation.

Transport Wheels

Wheels equipped on the Indoor cycling Bike,
which is convenient for moving. Simply tilt and

roll out for use or away for storage.

100% Intensity Workout

Infinity adjustable resistance control imitates
real riding situation, satisfying all kinds of

resistance demand.









More than 200 reviews (4+ stars) in Amazon



ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Level Of Resistance Infinite Analog Adjustments

Flywheel Weight 10kg

Warranty 1 year

Product Dimension 103 x 57 x 131cm (L x W x H)

Max Load 110kg

Product Weight 37.2kg

More Information Magnetic resistance, Tablet holder


